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On June 3 and 4, 2023, we had a 2-day Seminar on Preparing for blessed family life, in which we had the 

presence of 12 participants in person and 15 participants online. 

 

The opening words were delivered by Rev. David Dong Woo Kim, who were profound and precious to 

our children. We had the participation of several speakers with content such as Bon Che Ron, with 

President Koichi Sasaki. Also other speakers with themes such as Couple for God, Heart of Heaven, 

Absolute Sex, 2nd generation Identity and the Importance of Public Life, Basic Tradition and Second 

Generation, prayer in the CSW Room and sharing dynamics from the heart of the impression of the 

Seminar, Testimonies of the life of faith and living with God and as a blessed family of two young people 

from the 2nd generation, 

 

The conferences were praised and enriched the internal content of our 2nd generation youth. 

 

The contents surpassed the expectations that the participants had about the Seminar and some even stated 

that they were not excited to participate, thinking that they would only listen to the Divine Principle in the 

traditional way. 

 

Our Second Generation couples were very excited and grateful to hear the various contents of the 

seminar. They felt hungry to hear more of the lectures on the value of their identity as a second generation 

of living with God, as well as the incredible conference on absolute sex. 

 

The YSP lecture was very enthusiastic and engaging showing the many options that young people have to 

live a life with God and the importance of being engaged in public life and some of the options they offer 

such as through life of devotion as an internal member in CARP, or active participation in social projects 

(community-oriented projects) and business, activities that help shape the character of young people as 

they assume responsibilities in living for the good of others, which helps to make them aware of the 

change in the world that begins with the new attitude of each one. 

 

Before their eyes opened the reality of a new world that is being established through the offering of CSW 

thanks to True Mother's daughter devotion of daughter piety in an amazing era, called golden age. 


